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Abstract. With the increase in the peak performance of modern computing platforms, their energy consumption grows as well, which may
lead to overwhelming operating costs and failure rates. Techniques, such
as Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (called DVFS) and CPU
Clock Modulation (called throttling) are often used to reduce the power
consumption of the compute nodes. However, these techniques should
be used judiciously during the application execution to avoid significant
performance losses. In this work, two implementations of the all-to-all
collective operations are studied as to their augmentation with energy
saving strategies on the per-call basis. Experiments were performed on
the OSU MPI benchmark as well as NAS and CPMD application benchmarks, in which power consumption was reduced by up to 10% and
15.7%, respectively, with little performance degradation.
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Introduction

Power consumption is rapidly becoming one of the critical design constraints in
modern high-end computing systems. While the focus of the high-performance
computing (HPC) community has been to maximize the performance, the system
operating costs and failure rates can reach a prohibitive level.
The Message Passing Interface1 has become a de facto standard for the design
of parallel applications. It defines both point-to-point and collective communication primitives widely used in parallel applications. This work examines the
nature of all-to-all communications because they are among the most intensive
∗
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and time consuming collective operations while being wide-spread in parallel applications. By definition, a collective operation requires the participation of all
the processes in a given communicator. Hence, such operations incur a significant
amount of the network phase during which there exist excellent opportunities
for applying energy saving techniques, such as DVFS and CPU throttling.
The all-to-all operation is studied here on the per-call (fine-grain) basis as
opposed to a “black-box” approach, which treats communication phase as indivisible operation contributing to the parallel overhead. In this work, the energy
saving strategies are incorporated within the existing all-to-all algorithms.
CPU Throttling and DVFS in Intel Architectures. The current generation of
Intel processors provides various P-states for DVFS and T-states for throttling.
In particular, the Intel “Core” microarchitecture, which provides four P-states
and eight T-states from T0 to T7 , where state Tj refers to introducing j idle
cycles per eight cycles in CPU execution. The delay of switching from one Pstate to another can depend on the current and desired P-state and is discussed
in [2]. The user may write a specific value to Model Specific Registers (MSR) to
change the P- and T-states of the system.
Infiniband has become one of most popular interconnect standard marking its
presence in more that 43% of the systems in the TOP 5002 list. Several network
protocols are offloaded to the Host Channel Adapters (HCA) in an Infiniband3
network. Here, MVAPICH4 implementation of MPI, which is designed for Infiniband networks, is considered. MVAPICH2 uses “polling” communication mode
by default since a lower communication overhead is incurred with polling when
an MPI process constantly samples for the arrival of a new message rather than
the with “blocking”, which causes CPU to wait for an incoming message.
1.1

Effect of CPU Throttling on Communication

Since point-to-point communication operations underlie collectives, it is reasonable to analyze the CPU throttling effects on them first. Fig. 1(a) shows the
point-to-point internode communication times for the communicating processes
at T-states T0 and T5 . Similarly, Fig. 1(b) depicts the change in intranode communication time for the states T0 and T1 . It can be observed that the effect of
throttling on internode communication is minimal. In fact, the average performance loss was just 5% at state T5 for various message sizes. However, introducing just one idle cycle per eight cycles degrades the intranode communication
considerably (about 25%). This is expected since intranode communication uses
more CPU cycles for a message transfer whereas in internode transfers RDMA
offloads a large part of the communication processing to the NICs [13].
The difference between the intra- and inter-node message transfer types with
respect to CPU throttling becomes the basis for the energy saving strategy
2
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proposed in this work. The appropriate T-state is selected depending on the
communication type of all the cores in a socket. The Intel Xeon processor, which
is used in this work, supports DVFS and throttling only on the socket level rather
than on the core level of granularity. Hence, the lowest T-State T0 is chosen for all
the cores when at least one core on a socket is in the intranode communication.
Conversely, a higher throttling state T5 is selected when all the cores on a socket
perform internode communication. In the experiments, a throttling higher than
T5 resulted in a significant performance loss, which is not desirable since the
aim is to minimize the energy consumption without sacrificing the performance.
However, if all the socket cores are idle during the collective operation, then they
can be throttled at the highest state T7 . To summarize,
◦ All cores communicate internode → T5 ;
◦ At least one core communicates intranode → T0 ;
◦ None of the cores communicate → T7 .
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Fig. 1. Point-to-point communication with throttling (a) internode (b) intranode.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed
energy savings in the all-to-all operation. Section 3 shows experimental results
while Sections 4 and 5 provide related work and conclusions, respectively.
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All-to-all Energy Aware Algorithm

MVAPICH2 implementations of all-to-all are considered in this work. They are
based on three algorithms: 1) Bruck Index [14], used for small — less than 8KB
— messages with at least eight participating processes; 2) Pairwise Exchange,
used for large messages and when the number of processes is a power of two; 3)
Send To rank i + k and Receive From rank i − k, used for all the other processor
numbers and large messages. These algorithms are referred further in text as
BIA, PEA, and STRF, respectively.
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Bruck Index first does a local copy with the upward shift of the data blocks
from the input to output buffer. Specifically, a process with the rank i rotates
its data up by i blocks. The communication starts such that, for all the p communicating processes in each communication step k (0 ≤ k < dlog2 pe), process
i, (i = 0, . . . , p − 1), sends to (i + 2k ) mod p (with wrap-around) all those data
blocks whose kth bit is 1 and receives from (i − 2k ) mod p. The incoming data
is stored into the blocks whose kth bit is 1. Finally, the local data blocks are
shifted downward to place them in the right order. Fig. 2 shows a cluster having N = 3 nodes with c = 8 cores each placed on two sockets and the total
number of processes p = 8N . The rank placement is performed in block manner
using consecutive core ordering. Note that, until the kth step where 2k < c, the
communication is still intranode for any socket in the cluster, considering all the
cores on a socket collectively. However, after the kth step, the communication
becomes purely internode for all the participating cores. Thus, from this step
on, the throttling level T5 may be applied to all the cores without incurring a
significant performance loss.
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Fig. 2. First four communication steps in the Bruck Index all-to-all algorithm on three
nodes with two sockets (shown as rectangles) and eight cores (ovals) each. Internode
communications are shown as straight slanted lines across the node boundaries.

“Send-To Receive-From” and Pairwise Exchange. For the block placement of
ranks, in each step k (1 ≤ k < p) of STRF, a process with rank i sends data to
(i + k) mod p and receives from (i − k + p) mod p. Therefore, for the initial and
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the final c−1 steps, the communications are not purely internode. The PEA uses
exclusive-or operation to determine the rank of processes for data exchange. It
is similar to the BIA in terms of communication phase since after step k where
k = c, the communication operation remains internode until the end.
Energy Saving Strategy. Because all three algorithms exhibit purely internode
communications at a certain step k, the following energy saving strategy may
be applied in stages to each of them.
Stage 1 At the start of all-to-all, scale down the frequency of all the cores
involved in the communication to the minimum.
Stage 2 During the communication phase, throttle all the cores to the state T5
in step k if
◦ BIA: 2k ≥ c,
◦ STRF: c ≤ k < p − c.
◦ PEA: k > c.
Stage 3 For STRF: throttle to state T0 at the communication step k = p − c.
Stage 4 At the end of all-to-all, throttle all the cores to state T0 (if needed)
and restore their operating frequency to the maximum.
Rank Placement Consideration. MVAPICH2 provides two formats of rank placements on multicores, namely block and cyclic. In the block strategy, ranks are
placed such that any node j (j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1) contains ranks from c × j to
c×(j +1)−1. In the cyclic strategy, all the ranks i belong to j if (i mod N ) equals
j. The block rank placement calls for only two DVFS and throttling switches
in the proposed energy saving strategy, and thus minimizes the switching overhead. In the cyclic rank placement, however, after a fixed number of steps the
communication would oscillate between intra- and inter-node, requiring a throttling switch at every such step. Therefore, the block rank placement has been
considered for the energy savings application.
2.1

Power Consumption Estimates

Let a multicore compute node has frequencies fi , (i = 1, . . . , m), such that
f1 < . . . < fm , and throttling states Tj , (j = 0, 1 . . . , n). When all the c cores of
the node execute an application at frequency fi , each core consumes the dynamic
power Pi proportional to fi3 . Let Pij be the dynamic power consumed by the
entire node at the frequency fi and throttling state Tj , Ps be the total static
power consumption, and Pd be the dynamic power consumption of the compute
node components, such as memory, disk, and NIC, which are different from the
processor. Then, the power consumption with no idle cycles (at T0 ) may be
assumed as Pi0 = c × Pi + Ps + Pd , so, at Tj , it is
Pij =

j × (Ps + Pd ) + (n − j)(Pi0 )
.
n

(1)

The Pi0 expression serves just to give an idea of the effect of frequency scaling
on power consumption. It may vary with the application characteristics since
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each application may have a different power consumption pattern depending its
utilization of the compute node components.
Bruck Index Algorithm. Let tintra and tinter be the time to transfer a singe byte
of data in an intra node and inter node message transfer respectively. Let Cnet (x )
and Cmem (y) be the parameters to consider the effect of network and memory
contention where x and y processes are involved in inter node and intra node
message transfer within a node respectively. Also, consider Odvf s and Othrottle
be the overheads associated with a frequency scaling and throttling switch. So
for a cluster having N nodes, each node having c cores, an all-to-allmessage
exchange of total M bytes will undergo communication in two stages. In the
first stage message transfers are both inter and intra node in nature. The total
communication time for the first stage, can be written as,
TB1 = Odvf s +

t
X

max(tintra Cmem (c − 2i−1 )

i=1

M
M
, tinter Cnet (2i−1 ) ),
2
2

(2)

where t=dlog2 ce. In the second stage of the all-to-alloperation, all the message transfers are inter node in nature and the time spent in this phase can be
expressed as,

TB2 = 2 × Othrottle + (r − t)(tinter + O5 (

M
M
))Cnet (c)
+ Odvf s ,
2
2

(3)

where r=dlog2 pe and Oj ( M
2 ) is the increase in the inter node transfer time for
M
a message size 2 , due to throttling state Tj .
The power consumption during the first stage of the communication is P10
across a node, since the execution is at the minimum frequency and no throttling is applied. Whereas in the second stage, the power consumption is P15 as
throttling level T5 is applied. Therefore the average power consumption for the
proposed algorithm can be expressed as ,
P10 TB1 + P15 TB2
.
(4)
TB1 + TB2
As the number of nodes increase in a cluster, the communication time for the
second stage dominates and hence the average power consumption approximately
becomes P15 .
P̄B =

STRF. For this algorithm, communication takes place in three stages where
in the the first and third stage, intra node and inter node message transfers
take place and in second stage, message transfers are purely inter node.The
communication time for the first and third stage can be expressed as,

TS1 = TS3 = Odvf s +

c−1
X
i=1

max(tintra Cmem (c − i)

M
M
, tinter Cnet (i) ).
p
p

(5)
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The communication time for stage 2 can be expressed as,

TS2 = 2 × Othrottle + (p + 1 − 2 × c)(tinter + O5 (

M
M
))Cnet (c) .
p
p

(6)

So, the average power consumption for the proposed energy saving algorithm
when STRF algorithm is used for all-to-alloperation is,
P̄S =

2 × P10 TS1 + P15 TS2
.
2 × TS1 + TS2

(7)

Similar to the BIA, the execution time for the second stage dominates the total
execution time for all-to-alloperation in the STRF algorithm and therefore, the
average power consumption is close to P15 .
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Experimental Results

The computing platform used comprises ten Infiniband-connected compute nodes,
each of which has 16 GB of main memory and two Intel Xeon E5450 Quad core
processors arranged as two sockets with the operating frequency ranging from
2.0 GHz to 3.0 GHz and the eight levels of throttling from T0 to T7 . For measuring the node power and energy consumption, a Wattsup5 power meter is used
with a sampling rate of 1 Hz. Due to such a low measuring resolution, a large
number of all-to-all operations have to be performed.
OSU MPI Benchmarks. This set of benchmarks6 are used here to determine
the change in execution time and power consumption of “stand alone” all-to-all
operations. From Fig. 3(right), it can be observed that the execution time for
all-to-all has very low performance penalty when the proposed energy savings
are used. The average performance loss observed for various message sizes was
just 0.97% of that for the Full power case. While somewhat higher than in the
DVFS only case, which was 0.5%, it is quite acceptable taking into the consideration large reductions in the power consumption achieved (Fig. 3(left)) with the
Proposed strategy. Note, however that, in all the cases, the power consumption
increases with the message size since the memory dynamic power consumption
increases because of message copying [13]. Similar power reductions have been
obtained for the all-to-all-vector operation.
The static power consumption Ps of a node was around 150 watts as measured
by the Wattsup power meter. The most significant contribution to the dynamic
power consumption Pd of the components in a node apart from the processor,
comes from the memory. For measuring memory dynamic power consumption,
an extrapolation method discussed in [7] was used since each node has four
modules of 4 GB each. So, the memory dynamic power consumption, Pd was
5
6
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determined to be around 20 watts. When the all-to-all message exchange is for
1 MB, P15 can be calculated as,
5 × (150 + 20) + 3 × 222
= 189.5.
(8)
8
It can be observed from Fig. 3(right) that the value of P15 calculated in
(8) is close to the value of average power consumption for an all-to-all message
exchange of 1 MB.
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Fig. 3. The all-to-all execution time on 80 processes (left) and the power consumption across a compute node (right) for the three cases: Executing at the highest frequency and no throttling (Full power); Only frequency scaling without throttling
(DVFS only); and Using the proposed energy saving strategies (Proposed).

CPMD and NAS Application Benchmarks CPMD (CarParrinello Molecular Dynamics)7 is a ab-initio quantum mechanical molecular dynamics technique using
pseudopotentials and a plane wave basis set. Eleven input sets are used here.
MPI Alltoall is the key collective operation in CPMD. Since most messages have
the sizes in the range of 128 B to 8 KB, the BIA is used. From the NAS benchmarks [1], FT and IS Class C benchmarks are chosen because they use the all-toall operation. Fig. 4 shows the execution time and energy consumption of CPMD
and NAS benchmarks on 80 and 64 processes, respectively, normalized to the
Full power case. For the CPMD with the Proposed strategies, the performance
loss ranges from 0.4% to 4.3% averaging 2.78% leading to the energy savings in
the range of 9.8% to 15.7% (13.4% on average). For the NAS, the performance
loss ranges from 1.1% to 4.5% and the average energy savings are about 10%.
Hence, the benchmark applications tested suffer from little performance loss and
have significant energy savings.
7
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Fig. 4. Execution time (up) and energy consumption (down) of 11 CPMD inputs on 80
processors and of NAS benchmarks on 64 processes for the DVFS only and Proposed
cases normalized to the Full power.
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Related Work

In [13], authors study the power efficiency and communication performance of
RDMA over TCP/IP and conclude that RDMA performs better for the both
cases. The energy efficiency delivered by the modern interconnects in high performance clusters is discussed in [4]. The communication phase characterization to obtain energy savings by using DVFS is done in [3][5][6]. Performance
counter based algorithms for determining stall cycles to save energy are used
in [11][10][8]. In [9], authors have developed a tool which estimates power consumption characteristics of a parallel application in terms of various CPU components. In [12], algorithms to save energy in the collectives, such MPI Alltoall
and MPI Broadcast, are proposed. However, they differ significantly with the
approach presented in this paper. Specifically, [12] assumes that throttling has a
negative effect on internode communication. Thus, the authors of [12] redesign
the all-to-all operation, such that a set of sockets does not take part in communication a some point of time, and thus, may throttled. But as the number of
cores within a node keep on increasing, this approach of forcing the sockets to
remain idle during communication, can introduce significant performance overheads. The power saving achieved in [12] are be equivalent to executing the two
sockets in a node at the minimum frequency and throttling state T4 , whereas
the approach proposed here achieves better power saving by keeping both sockets at minimum frequency and throttling to a higher state T5 . The detailed
experimental comparison of the two algorithms is left as future work.

5

Conclusions

Energy-saving strategies have been proposed for the all-to-all operation and
implemented as the MPI Alltoall collective in MVAPICH2 without modifying
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the standard algorithms used to perform this operation. The sensitivity of interand intranode message transfers to CPU throttling has been assessed, and it was
observed that throttling has almost no negative effect on the performance of internode communications. Thus, both DVFS and CPU throttling were applied in
the appropriate communication steps within three different all-to-all algorithms
used by MVAPICH2. The experiments demonstrate that the proposed strategies
can deliver up to 15.7% energy savings, without introducing significant performance overhead for the CPMD and NAS application benchmarks, which reflect
the potential beneficial effect on scientific applications in general.
Similar energy saving strategies may be extended to other collectives including reduction operations. Furthermore, as the number of cores within a node
keeps increasing, the opportunity of applying throttling in intranode communication must be also explored. The point-to-point operations should also be
studied for energy savings since many modern architectures may support socket
level DVFS and CPU throttling.
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